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An Extended Workshop on:
The Origin, Evolution, and Detectability of Short Period Comets
Final Report
The origin of the short period comets (periods less than 200 years, hereafter SPC),
the dynamical formation of their present reservoir(s), the cause and rate of their transport
to the inner planetary region where they can be detected, and the magnitude of selection
effects in their discovery are important research questions directly coupled to the goals of
understanding the origin and evolution of the Solar System. To address these questions
in an intensive way, we convened an interdisciplinary, five month long Workshop from
January to May 1993 at Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) in San Antonio.
The goal of this Workshop was to advance the state of understanding about the origins,
dynamical evolution, and present location of short period comets and their reservoir(s).
The main thrusts of this Workshop were to gather scientists with differing experience and
points of view to make progress toward:
• Understanding observational constraints on SPC and the obtainment of a best-
possible, unbiased understanding of their present-day orbital distribution (including,
e.g., 'extinct' SPC nuclei);
• The (forward problem) of SPC transport from their source region to their dynamical
storage reservoir(s);
• The (return problem) of SPC transport from their dynamical storage reservoir(s) to
detectable, short period orbits; And,
• The stability of their dynamical storage reservoir(s);
• The long-term physical evolution of SPCs in their reservoir(s) (e.g., processing by
radiation, mutual collisions, etc.);
• Preferred search strategies for detecting the long-term dynamical reservoirs of the
SPC.
These goals were accomplished through mutual collaboration of the PI and CoIs in San
Antonio, as well as visits from other experts during the on-going Workshop in San Antonio.
We successfully brought together a focused group of 16 scientists (both theorists and
observers) to work on this problem in this Workshop. The Workshop lasted 5 months, but
the majority of the visits occurred during an intense 6 week period centered on March 1993.
In Appendix A, we list the names and institute affiliations of all the participants of the
workshop, as well as the length of their stay in San Antonio.
Most of the work consisted of small groups of individuals collaborating on distinct
aspects of the SPC problem. However, a formal gathering was held once each week where
one of the participants presented an oral talk either on new results of the conference or,
more often, posing a new question to the workshop participants. Several members of
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uthe workshop gave formal seminars, (which are listed in Appendix B), while others gave
informal lunch time talks (Appendix C).
The Workshop generated, and will continue to generate, a watershed in understanding
of the whole SPC problem. Several projects were initiated where two or more different
fields of cometary science were combined to produce more robust results. Included in these
projects are:
The integration of the orbits of all the known short-period comets, forward and back-
ward in time. The orbits of each comets were followed until they were ejected from the
solar system. Non-gravitational forces were statistically included using a prescription
developed during the Workshop.
Combining the results from the above integration with prescriptions of the physical
aging of comets developed at the Workshop to model the apparent magnitudes they
would have if viewed from the Earth.
• Models for the observational biases, which combine dynamics and a statistical model
for comet discoveries, were developed.
New and more complete numerical integrations of the formation of SPC from both
the Oort cloud and the Kuiper belt. The models of physical aging and observerational
biases were included.
A list of paper resulting from the Workshop is presented in Appendix D, and one of the
papers is included as Appendix E.
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Appendix A
Participant Institution Length of Stay
l
L
w
David Black
Dan Boice
Edward Bowell
Anita Cochran
Martin Duncan
Michel Festou
Walter Huebner
Harold Levison
Hans Rickman
Eugene Shoemaker
Alan Stern
Glen Stewart
Gonzalo Tancrcdi
Scott Tremaine
David \Veintraub
Paul Weissman
Lunar & Planetary Inst.
SwRI
Lowell Observatory
University of Texas
Queen's University
The Obs. of the Midi-Pyrenees
SwRI
SwRI
Uppsala University
U.S. Geological Survey
SwRI
University of Colorado
Uppsala University
Canadian Inst. of Theoretical Astrophy.
Vanderbilt University
Jet Propulsion Lab.
2 days
5 months
1 week
2 days
5 months
1 month
5 months
5 months
2 weeks
1 week
5 months
2 weeks
1 week
2 days
3 days
1 month
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BAppendix B
Seminars
Completing the Copernican Revolution: The Search For Planetary System
David Black/Lunar &: Planetary Institute.
The Effects of Non-Gravitational Forces in Comets
Michel Festou/The Observatory of the Midi-Pyrenees
Dark Matter in the Solar System
Scott Tremaine/Canadian Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics
Are Pre-PIanetary Di_ks Growing? Theory, Experience, and Observations
David Weintraub/Vanderbilt University
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Appendix C
Lunch Talks
Photographic Search Programs for Objects in the Kuiper Belt
Edward Bowell/Lowell Observatory
CCD Surveys for Kuiper Belt Objects
Anita Cochran/University of Texas
Mixed Variable Symplectic Integrators
Martin Duncan/Queen's University
The Long-Term Behavior of Objects in the Kuiper Belt
Harold Levison/SwRI
The Physical Aging of Comets
Hans Rickman/Uppsala University
Observational Biases in Comet Discoveries
Eugene Shoemaker/U.S. Geological Survey
Sub-millimeter Measurements of the Fomalhaut DisI_
Alan Stern/SwRI
Monte Carlo Methods for Integrating the Orbit.q of Prototesimals
Glen Stewart/University of Colorado
Evolution of Jupiter-Family Comets
Gonzalo Tancredi/Uppsala University
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Appendix D
Papers
The Effects of Non-Gravitational Forces on the Long-Term Dynamical Behavior of the
Short-Period Comets
M. Duncan, M. Festou, H. Levison, & H. Rickman; in preparation.
The Long-Term Dynamical Behavior of the Short-Period Comets
H. Levison & M. Duncan; submitted to Icarus (See Appendix D).
On the Origin of Pluto's Eccentricity and Inclination
H. Levison & S.A. Stern; in 'Asteroid, Comets, Meteors 1993 Abstracts'
Estimating Observational Biases in the Discovery of Short-Period Comets
E. Shoemaker, H. Levison, & P. Weissman; in preparation.
Collisions in the Kuiper Disk
S.A. Stern _ G. Stewart; in 'Asteroid, Comets, Meteors 1993 Abstracts'
Collisions in the K_tiper Disk II
S.A. Stern & G. Stewart; in preparation.
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Appendix E
m
The Long-Term Dynamical Behavior of
Short-Period Comets
m
w
m: _
Harold F. Levison
Space Sciences Department
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, TX 78228
and
w
Martin J. Duncan
Department of Physics, Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario, Canada KTL 3N6
W
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Abstract
We numerically integrate tile orbits of tile known short-period comets
lmder the influence of Sun and all the planets except Mercury and Pluto. The
,-alculation was undertaken in order to determine the dynamical lifetimes for
these objects as well as explaining the current orbital element distribution.
It is found that a comet can move between Jupiter-family and Halley-family
comets several times in its dynamical lifetime. The median lifetime of tile known
sitort-period comets from the time they are first injected into a short-period
comet orbit to ultimate ejection is approximately 50 000 years. The very
fiat inclination distribution of Jupiter-family comets is observed to become
more distended as it ages. The only possible explanation for the observed flat
distribution is that the comets become extinct before their inclination distribution
,:an change significantly. We show that tile anomalous concentration of tile
ar,_ument of perihelion of Jupiter-family comets near 0 and 1S0 ° is a direct result
of their aphelion distance being close to 5.2.4U and the comet b_ing recently
perturbed onto a Jupiter-family orbit. Also the concentration of d_eir aphelion
aear Jupiter's orbit is a results of the conservation of the Tisserand invariant
during the capture process.
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I. Introduction
Understanding the origin and evolution of comets is critical to our
understanding of the origin of the solar system because they are tile remnants
of the planetesimals that formed Uranus and Neptune and perhaps Jupiter and
Saturn. Comets may have also been an important source of the volatiles on the
Earth. Short-period comets (those with periods less than 200 years, hereafter
SPCs) have been of particular interest recently because of a controversy in
the literature concerning their origin. It has been widely believed that SPCs
originated in the Oort cloud and evolved into SPC orbits through gravitational
interactions with the l)lanets (Newton 1S93, see also Everhart 1972). However,
in recent years several lines of argument have been put forward that call this
idea into question by showing that it is not possible to reproduce the very flat
inclination distribution of the majority of SPCs (Jupiter-family comets with
p < 20!tear.s) from the spherical Oort cloud.
m
m
Fernandez (1980) was the first to suggest that these comets originate in
disk of material that ties just beyond the orbit of Neptune. Duncan, Quinn, &:
Tremaine (1988, see also Quinn, Tremaine, & Duncan 1991) have shown that
some objects that are initially on low inclination orbits with semi-major axes near
50AU evolve onto orbits that are consistent with the Jupiter-family comets. Thus
they argue that this disk of comets is the source for the Jupiter family. Stagg &
Bailey (1989) have presented counter arguments to this idea. In Levis(m (1991),
we argue that this controversy will not l)e solved until a better understanding
of both the current state and evolution of the complete population short-period
3
w
w
l_ecomes available.
It is surprising how little is understood about this population. Tile sample of
short-period comets is effected by observational biases that tend to select objects
with small semi-major axes and perihelion distances and perhaps low inclinations
(Shoemaker & Wolfe 1982). Several attempts have been made to correct for these
biases (e.g. Shoemaker & Wolfe 1982, Ferngndez, Rickman & Kamel 1992), but
tile distribution of the complete population is still poorly understood.
The long-term behavior of short-period comets are also poorly
understood and there are only rough estimates of the dynamical lifetimes of
short-period comets. There have been many efforts to study the dynalnical
behavior of the short-period comets by numerical integration of their orbits
(Kazimirchak-Polonskaya 1967, Belyaev (1967), Carusi et.aI. 19S5. Nakamura &
Yoshikawa 1991, and Tancredi & Rickman 1992). However, tttese integrations
have been limited to times that are much less then the relevant dynmnical times.
the longest being about 4000 years. Rickman (1991} puts the lifetime from first
injection into a short-period comet orbit to ultimate ejection at 10 _ years, but
does not explain how he arrived at that value.
It is only with the very recent developments in numerical techniques
(Wisdom & Holman 1991) and advances in comlmter hardware that very long
numerical integrations of comets can 1)e achieved. In this paper we undertake an
integration of the orbits of all known short-period comets for as hmg as 225 000
years per comet. We integrate four orbits per comet for a total of 680 orbits. In
section 2 we present the numerical techniques. The results of this integration are
given in Section 3. Our concluding remarks are in section 4.
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In this section we discuss the techniques used in our numerical integration
of tile orbits of all short-period comets (hereafter SPCs) in the Marsden (1989)
Catalog. Their orbits are integrated under the gravitational influence of the
Sun and all the planets excluding Mercury and Pluto. The orbits of the Sun
and planets are integrated in three dilnensions as a flfll N-body system, in a
l_arycentric frame. The comets themselves are not gravitationally interacting with
_'ach other. \Ve did not include any non-gravitational forces because it is not clear
how they vary over such long times periods.
The initial position of the planets were taken flom the JPL ephemeris
DE200. The initial orbital elements for the 170 SPCs were taken from the
Marsden (1989) Catalog. In order to obtain better statistics concerning the
behavior of these objects, four orbits were integrated for each comet. One had the
initial 1)osition and velocity of the real comet calculated fronl its orlfital _qements.
The other three have initial offsets in position along the ,r, !1, or z direction of
0.01AU. Since their orbits are chaotic, the four orbits will separate quickly and
will soon be independent of one another. In all, the orbits of 680 conlets were
calculated.
We continue to follow a comet until it either becomes unbound fronl the
Sun and reaches a distance of 50AU, or reaches a semi-major axis greater then
500AU. We integrate the systeml including the Sun, planets, and comets, forward
in time for 64 000 years and backward for 161 000 years. At the end of the
forward integration two objects remained, while ontv one remained at the end of
5
the backward integration.
\Ve integrate the system using a version of a secondorder symplectic scheme
developedby Wisdom & Holman (1991) which we modified to handle close
approaches.Tile Wisdom & Hohnan method is very fast. It separatesthe orbit of
a body into two parts; the keplerian nmtion about the Sun and the perturbations
due to the planets. Over the timesteps in which a closeapproach is not taking
place, the keplerian motion is known exactly and the perturbations due to the
planets are relatively small. Only the perturbations need to be nmnericallv
integrated. Thus the times_epusedcan be much larger than that for previous
methods which nmst also numerically integrate the keplerian orbit about the Sun.
For details on our codeseeDuncan, Levison, & Zingle (1993).
We have found that to reach a adequate accuracy using the symplectic
integrator of Gladman & Duncan (1990) requires hundreds of timesteps per
orbit, while the Wisdom & Hohnan technique described by Duncan, Levison,
Zingle (1993) only requires tens of timesteps. In practice we found the
new technique is approximately an order of magnitude faster than traditional
methods.
We have nmdified the Wisdom & Hohnan technique to accurately integrate
close approaches between a comet and a planet. To do so we define two zones
about each planet. The inner zone is defined to lie within one Hill radius,
conventionality defined as (c.f. Lissauer 1993)
I
rh = _;, Af_ + M 1,
of the planet, where ap is the semi-major axis of the planet in AU, and A,I_D and
Mp is the mass of the Sun and planet respectively. The outer zone is defined to
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lie between one and three Hill radii. If a comet lies within the outer zone at the
beginning of a timestep or is predicted to lie within this zone at the end of the
timestep then its timestep is decreased bv a factor of 100. If a comet lies within
the inner zone at the beginning of a timestep or is predicted to lie within it at the
end of the timestep then its timestep is again decreased by a factor of five. Also
in the inner region, when the orbit of the comet is separated into the two parts,
the keplerian part is centered about the planet rather than the Sun.
The unmodified technique is well tested by Wisdom & Hohnan (1992). \Ve
t_,st our modification that handles close al_proaches by integrating the orbits
¢_f several massless particles in the planar restricted three body l_roblem. The
massive particles have the mass of the Sun and Jupiter and are in a circular orbit
about each other with a senti-major axis of 5.2AU. The test particles are all on
Jupiter crossing orbits with senti-major axes between 4 and 6AU. The integration
lasts for 6000 years. On average, a particle suffers 45 close approaches with
Jupiter and its Jacobi integral is conserved to better dmn one percent during the
,,ntire integration. In the most extreme encounter seen, the 1)article l)asses within
6 x 10-4.417 or 0.7 Jupiter radii from the planet. During this encounter its Jacol)i
constant is conserved to one part in 4 x 10 -6. Thus, we think the code performs
adequate for our purpose especially since the comets are all on phmet crossing
orbits and are very chaotic.
,__a,
7
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III. Results
Before presenting tile results of the integrations we nmst first caution the
reader. Since the orbits are planet crossing and thus chaotic, it is not possible
to accurately determine the long-term fate of any individual comet. However,
it is appropriate to extract statistical information from these integrations about
the behavior of this sample of comets that will resemble the evolution of the real
system. For the remainder of this paper we only discuss the statistical attributes
_,f our integration.
Using our integration, it is possible for the first time to directly calculate
the dvnamical lifetimes of $PCs. Figure 1 shows the flaction of comets with
lifetimes greater then a particular time as a function of that time. We plot the
total lifetime combining both the forward and backward integrations. The median
lifetime is 48 000 years. Three of our comets have lifetimes greater than 2 x l0 G
years. Figure 1 shows that the polmlation follows an exponential decline until
approximately S0% of the comets are removed. The exponential decay time for
the system in approxinmtely T4 000 years. The remaining 20% of the comets are
longer lived than a simple exponential decay would predict.
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It has been typical in the literature to divide SPCs into two families; Jupiter
and Halley family comets (for example see Carusi &: Valsecchi 19S7). Here we
define a Jupiter family comet (hereafter JFC) as one with a period less than 20
years and a Halley fanfily comet (HFC) as one with a period between 20 and
200 years. The two families can be distinctly seen in Figure 2, which shows
the inclination of the comets in the Marsden catalog as a flmction of their
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semi-major axis. The clotted line represents the division between JFCs and
HFCs. It can be clearly seen in the figure that the JFCs have a nmch flatter
inclination distribution than the HFCs. The median cos (i) of the JFCs is 0.985
(corresponding to i = 10 °) while the median cos (i) = 0.62 ( i = 52 °) for HFCs.
JFCs have two interesting characteristics in their orbital element distribution
that still must be understood. These are shown as histograms in Figure 3.
Figure 3a shows a histogram of the aphelion distances of JFCs, Q, which are
strongly peaked near the semi-major axes of Jupiter. Approximately 73% of
them have O between 4.2 and 6.2AU. Figure 3b shows a histogram of tile their
argument of perihelion. _,,. It can be seen that tile argument of perihelion is
strongly concentrated near 0 and 1S0 °. Approximately 75% of known JFCs have
co within 45 ° of these two values. A value of co = 0 or 1S0 ° implies that when
the comet is in the plane of the solar system, it is also at either perihelion or
aphelion. \Ve propose an explanation for these observations later in this section.
It has been argued that much of the inclination difference may be due to
observational biases in the discovery of these objects. Shoemaker {1992) has most
fully developed these arguments. As we will see, he concludes that they cannot
be entirely responsible for the observed inclination distribution of JFCs. Since
his work is unpublished we reproduce his argument here. Shoemaker points out
that most JFCs were discovered during searches for asteroids. These surveys were
primarily performed only near the ecliptic. On the other hand, most HFCs were
discovered by amateurs who survev near the Sun at all inclinations. Although
this would naturally explain the observed inclination differences, he argues that
observational biases will be much less important for comets with small perihelion
9
distances,q. Thus in Figure 2 we distinguish comets with q <_ 1AU (plotted as
filled circles) from those with larger values of q (open circles) in order to remove
these biases. As the figure illustrates, the inclination distributions are still very
different for this subset of objects. The median cos (i) for this subset is 0.98 (i =
11 °) for JFCs and 0.12 (i = 83 °) for HFCs. Therefore, tile difference seen for tile
complete sample cannot be entirely (].tie to observational_ biases (Shoemaker: 1992).
Tlle very flat inclination distribution of the JFCs has been used to argue
that JFCs and HFCs are dynamically distinct systems that have different
origins. Quiun. Tremaine. &" Dlmcan (1991) argue that while HFCs are most
likely captured long-period comets, it is not possible to reproduce the very flat
distributio,l of JFCs in this rammer. They argue that .JFCs must have come fl'om
a source that is intrinsically flat. They suggest that there is a belt of comets
beyond the orbit of Neptune that is the source of JFCs, the i,:uiper belt,
However, our integration shows that .IFCs and HFCs are not dynamically
,listinct objects. Indeed, a comet cau move between tile families several
times in its history. Figure 4 shows the dynamical evohltion of the comet
P/Parker-Hartley. \Ve preseut this figure only to illustrate the possible behavior
of a comet. Because the orbit is chaotic, this figure cmmot be used to predict the
long-term behavior of this particular comet. In our integration P/Pa,'ker-Hartley
has a dynamical lifetime of 83 000 years. Figure 4a shows the evolution of its
semi-major axis over its entire lifetime. The dashed line represent the boundary
between JFCs and HFCs. Notice tile the comet moves back and forth across
this boundary several times. A SPC in ou," integration crosses this bounda,'y on
average 8.3 times and at most 58 times in its dynamical lifetime.
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Figure 41) shows the evolution of the perihelion distance of comet
P/Parker-Hartley. Quinn, Tremaine, & Duncan (1991) define a 'visible' conlet
as one with q <_ 2.SAU. If a comet has a q greater than this value then, they
argue, it will not become bright enough to be discovered. The dashed line in the
figure represents this visibility boundary. Notice that the comet becomes visible
and invisible several times during its lifetime.
Figure 4c shows the behavior of the inclination of comet over its lifetime.
Its inclination varies significantly. Indeed, at 8220 years in the future the orbit
l_ecomes retrograde. It remains retrograde for 1000 years before it is ejected.
During that tinle it is a visible JFC! hiterestingly, there are no known visible
JFCs on retrograde orbits. This is sonlewhat surprising because our integration
shows that the typical SPC in ollr sample spends apl)roximately '2.2_70 of its tinie
as a visible retrograde JFC. Thus, it predicts that there should be apl)roxiniately
four such objects in the real sanlple of comets. (Note that low inclination
retrograde comets would not be affected by the observational biases discussed
nbove. We return to this prol)leni later in this section.)
Figure 4(1 shows the tenlporal behavior of the argunlent of perihelion of
conlet P/Parker-Hartley. There is no tendency for the comet to have a., close to
0 or 180 °. Indeed, between approximately 30 000 and 70 000 years in the past the
comet appears to circulate in co.
In our initial sample of comets, S7% are .IFCs. We find that 90% of all our
comets become JFCs at sortie point in their lives, thus 5 of the known conlets
that are currently HFCs will become JFCs in their lifetimes. The average comet
in our integration spends 53% of its time as a JFC and 82_ of its time with
11
w
i < 40 °. It spends 42% of its time visible; 28% of its time as a visible 'JFC
and 10% of its time as a visible HFC. By 'visible' we mean that the comet lias
q < 2.5AU, we do not distinguish between active and extinct comets in this
context.
z
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a) Inclination Distribution of JFC_
In this subsection we discuss the origin of the very flat distribution of
observed ,jupiter-family comets, as illustrated in Figure "2. Figure 5a shows tile
mean cosine of the inclination of all comets remaining as a function of time for
both our forward and backward integrations. Figure 51) shows this value for just
tlle JFCs. The solid line shows all ,JFCs while the dotted line shows only the
visible 'JFCs. The system clearly becomes much less flat as it evolves.
Notice that the inclination distribution fattens up in our backward
integration as well as our forward one. This is due to the chaotic nature of
the orbits, iu an infinitely accurate calculation with infinitely precise initial
conditions, all our comets could be traced back to their origin. Since the orbits
are chaotic and diverge exponentially in time, it is not possible to recover their
initial distribution. Also since it is statistically more likely for objects to evolve
to higher inclinations, we observe this increase ii{ both our forward and backward
integrations.
What is the cause of the flat inclination distribution for .JFCs? As stated
above, Quinn, Tremaine, & Duncan (1991) argue the high inclination .JFCs
do not exist. Indeed, their argument in support of the I(uiper belt being the
source of ,JFCs is a result of the fact that these comets are on low inclination
12
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orbits. However, Shoemaker (1992) points out that meteor stI'eams are observed
(Olsson-Steel 1988,) that have semi-nlajor axes similar to JFCs but have high
inclinations. Thus, he argues that high inclination JFCs must exist, but have
remained undiscovered. Understanding the origin of these high inclination objects
is pivotal to whether the Kuiper belt is the source of JFCs.
Slloemaker argues that the low inclination visible JFCs and the hypothetical
invisible high inclination JFCs are part of the same population and that they may
evolve from one into the other. His argument is based on the Tisserand invariant
which is defined as
T
= --+2 1 + e)cosi. (2)
a gaj
where e and q are the eccentricity and perihelion distance of the comet, and,
a and aj are the semi-major axes of the comet and Jupiter respectively. If T
is approximately conserved for JFCs and their senti-major axes do not vary
significantly, then there is a relationship between a comet's perihelion distance
and its inclination. Objects with low inclinations will have smaller values of q
than those with high i. Thus. since the activity of a comet is a flmction of its
perihelion distance, low inclination objects will be more active. $hoenmker argues
that JFCs are not only on tow inclination orbits, but that only JFCs widl h)w
inclinations come close enough to tile Sun to become visible.
If this theory is correct then the current observed sample of .IFCs are biased
toward low inclinations. This predicts that if we integrate the orbits of the
comets, the population will phase mix and the inclination distribution of the
comets will come to match that of the real distribution of unbiased JFCs, i.e. the
system will fatteu up. This is what we observe in the integration (Figure 5).
13
However, there is a secondprediction of the theory. Siucethe semi-major
axesand the Tisserandinvariant are approximately the samefor all JFCs,
then this theory predicts that there should be a correlation between a comets
incliuation and its periheiion distance. In particular, objects with large q should
have high i. We test this hypothesis by first dividing perihelion distance into 10
equally spaced bins for q < 5AU. During the integration we record the inclination
of every comet as a function of which bin it is in. Figure 6a shows the mean
cosine of the inclination of all comets within a bin as a function of the bin's mean
perihelion distance. The filled circles represent the mean for all comets within
the bin. while the open circ!es represent the mean for only those comets the are
on direct orbits. If this theory were correct we would find that larger values of q
would imply larger i. This trend is not observed. Thus, Shoemaker's conjecture is
not consistent with our integration.
There are two other possible explauations for the increase in incliuation
observed in our integration. Firstly, low inclination objects may have shorter
dynamical lifetimes than objects with large i. They would be removed first from
the system and thus its mean inclination would increase. To test this possibility,
we plot the mean inclination of a individual comet as a fuuction of its lifetime
in Figure 6t). If this scenario were true, we would expect to see a correlation
between a comet's lifetime and its inclination, which is not observed.
The final explanation is that the o,'bits of individual comets may tend to
evolve to higher iuclinations. In this scenario, tile dec,'ease in the mean cos i
observed in the system is a result of dynamical relaxation. If this were correct
then we would expect that on average the mean iucli,mtion that a comet has
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,luring its lifetime would be larger that its current inclination. In Figure 6c we
plot these two values for the 680 comets in our integration. Notice that most
,'omets fall above the diagonal line, implying that on average the inclination of
a comet increase with respect to time. Thus it appears that the reason that the
mean inclination of our sample of comets increases is because the inclination of
individual comets tend to increase.
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So, why is the observed distribution of .JFCs so flat'? We suggest that it is
because comets become extinct on timescates that are much shorter than their
_tynamical lifetimes. If this is the case then the .IFCs that are observed are
objects that only recently became active for the first time. Comets must be on
low inclination direct orbits when they initially become .IFCs. The comets fade
and become extinct before their orbital elements can change significantly. This
explains the lack of high inclination active comets. It also allows for the existence
of the high inclination meteor streams because it predicts that extinct JFCs are
on average on higher inclination orbits than active ones.
This idea is consistent with several previous numerical integrations (I,:arm
& Rickman 1982, Tancredi & Lindgren 1992) which show that most JFCs have
recently had a close approach with Jupiter. It also agrees with the two main
results of Quinn, Tremaine, & Duncan (1991). Our argument that JFCs nmst
come from comets on low inclination orbits agrees with their notion that the
Kuiper belt is the source of these objects. They also concluded that HFCs and
JFCs must have different sources. We stated earlier that this seems inconsistent
with our integrations because comets easily evolve from one family to another.
However, if they become extinct before most of them can evolve much in
t5
=_._
m
Isemi-major axis then it is possible for tile two families of active comets to have
different origins.
J
I
b) Other Orbital Elements
\Ve now return to the origin of tile other orbital elements of the known JFCs.
Their distribution is strongly concentrated so that Q ,._ 5.2AU and the perihelion
is near tile ecliptic (w _ 0 or 180 ° ), see Figure 3. Figures 7a and 71) show the
Q and w distribution for visible .JFCs at various times in our integration. The
solid histogram shows the current distribution. The dotted histogranl represents
the distribution averaged over 2000 years centered on 5000 years in the future
and dashed histogram is averaged over 20 000 years centered on 50 000 years in
the future. The amplitude of the peaks in both figures decrease by nearly 50% in
5 000 years, but remain approximately constant after that. This implies that the
observed distribution does not represent a steady state distribution but is biased
toward the peaks seen in the figures.
As widl the inclination distribution, the only possible explanation for the
observed strong concentration of orbital elements is that the observed JFCs are
objects that have only recently become active for the first time. They nmst fade
and become extinct before their orbital elements can change significantly. The
observed distribution must therefore 1)e a result of the nmchanism that produces
visible JFCs.
We explain the observed distribution in two steps. First we explain the Q
distribution. Then we show that the distribution of w is a natural result of Q
being close to 5.2AU and the comet being recently perturbed onto a JFC orbit.
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A visible JFC is most likely produced when a comet suffers a close approach
with Jupiter. Indeed, Karm & Rickman (1982) have shown that most JFCs have
recently undergone such an experience. During this encounter the Tisserand
invariant, T, (equation 2) is approximately conserved. Thus the value of T of
a JFC when it becomes visible must be approximately the same as it was just
before the encounter.
A comet coming in from the outer regions of the solar system is most likely
to be perturbed onto a JFC orbit if its perihelion distance, q, is close to Jupiter's
_emi-major axis. a I. If we assume that before the encom_ter q = a ! and cos (i) =
1. then the Tisserand invariant becomes
T= a'i +2 _ a,i, (3)
where (t_ = ai/aj and ai is the initial semi-major axis of the comet. The
assumption that cos (i) = 1 is well justified by the fact that tile median cosine
of the inclination of JFCs is 0.9S5. We can solve _quation 2 for the e,'c('ntricity,
of, of the orbit after tl_e encomlter as a function of the q/. \Ve find
e/-1 + 2q'_-,l'/Z + 2q'_/2V/2-,I'}_,I,/T ' (4)
where q'/ = ql/a! and again we assume the final cos(i) = 1. We can find a
relationship between the final aphelion distance. QI, and q/ and ai by using the
general result
This relationship is shown in Figure 8a, where we plot the final aphelion
distance of a comet as a function of its finaI perihelion distance for four different
17
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mvalues of ai. Since we are only interested in visible orbits, we only plot qf <
2.SAU. The three smaller values of ai were chosen so that the initial O was
close to the smni-major axis of one of the 3 other giant planets. Tile largest a,
was chosen to represent objects from tile Oort cloud. Since it is not possible for
Ol < a j, there is a minimum QI for each value of Cti. Indeed, the figure shows
that this simple argument predicts that it is not possible for a comet with q
initially near Jupiter and Q near Saturn to evolve onto an orbit with ql < 2.5AU.
Also it predicts that it is not possible for ql < 1AU. Tile largest possible value
for Q/is 6.4AU, which corresponds to ai >> (i..! and q/ = 2.5.4[:. Thus, this
argument predicts that 5.2 _< (2 < 6.4AU. This range is shown bv the arrows in
Figure Ta. It agrees very well with the peaks in the observed Q distribution (solid
histogram in Figure Ta). It is interesting that this argument breaks down if the
perihelion distance before the encounter is not close to a.s. We can reverse the
argument and claim that the observed Q distribution implies that qi _ aj.
The observed distribution in o,, (the solid histogram in Figure Tb) is a direct
result of the Q distribution and the comet's recent dynamical history. Since
Jupiter-family comets have recently suffered a close approach to Jupiter, the
comet must be close to the ecliptic when it is 5.2AU from the Sun. Independent
of our previous argument, it is an observed fact that JFCs tend to have Q only
slightly larger than 5.2AU. This implies that the comet must be cIose to aphelion
when it is in the ecliptic. On the other side of its orbit, it will l)e close to the
ecliptic when it is at perihelion. So, w must be near 0 or 180 °
We can quantify this argument. The equation of a keplerian orbit is
a(1 - e2)
7" --
i +ecos u'
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where 7"is the instantaneous distance between the Sun and the comet and u is
tile true anomaly. Since the comet has recently experienced a close approach
with Jupiter, it nmst be on an orbit that intersects the orbit of Jupiter. This
implies that the comet must be on the ecliptic when 7- = _j. By definition, riffs
occurs when the comet is at one of the nodes. If it is at the ascending node then
_, = -_o, if it is at the descending node then _, = 180 ° + _. In equation 5 we can
replace r with aj if we replace cos _z with cos (co + _oo1'I), where a.,oH is either 0 or
180° . So
COS(_' -[-_.,,,].f ) = f".
We can now apply this relationship to the orbit of our hypothetical comet after
its encounter with .Jupiter and produce a relationship between ]co + u.,,,yf I after
the encounter to ai and qi. This relationship is shown in Figure 813. The largest
possible value for [co+_oofyl is 46 ° , which corresponds to ai _ oc and qI = 2.5AU.
This implies that co nmst be within 46 ° of 0 or 180 ° . These limits are shown by
the arrows in Figure 7b. They agrees w,ry well with the peaks in the observed _,,
_tistribution (solid histogram in Figure 7b). Note that the distribution would be
more concentrated if ai were within the planetary region, say less than 50AU.
In this subsection we showed that the concentration of the argument of
perihelion of aFCs toward 0 and 180 ° is a direct result of their (2 being near
5.2AU and the fact that their orbits intersect the orbit of Jupiter. These
conditions are observed to be true for the known JFC population. Thus. the
validitv of our argument is independent of whether we understand the mechanism
that produces these conditions. \\:e have also shown that these conditions arise
if a comet was recently captured onto a JFC orbit via a close encounter with
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IJupiter and if its pre-encounter perihelion distance was near Jupiter's orbit.
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V. Conclusions
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We integrated the orbits of all the short-period comets (hereafter SPCs)
in the Marsden (1989) Catalog under the influence of Sun and all the planets
texcept Mercury and Pluto. The calculation was undertaken in order to study
the dynamical lifetimes for these objects as as well as explain the current orbital
elenlent distribution. Four orbits were integrated for each comet, slightly varying
their initial position. We found that the median dynamical lifetime of SPC is
approximately 50 000 years.
w
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Our integration shows that Jupiter-family comets (JFCs. P < 20years)
and Halley-family comets (HFCs, 20 < P < 200*/ec1,r._)are not dynamically
distinct objects. Indeed, a comet can move between the families several times
in its history. This is consistent with the results from several other authors
(Lindren 1991, Nakamura & Yoshikawa 1991) who performed integrations over
much short periods of time. The perihelion and inclination of a comet can also
significandy change over its lifetime. It is not unconnnon for a conlet with a
small perihelion to evolve onto an orbit with a q large enough so that it no
longer is active. It is effectively stored in this orbit. Then after some time it can
evolve back to small q again. It can go through this process several times in its
dynamical lifetime. On average a comet in the sample integrated here spends ,5370
of its time as a JFC and 64g) of it time with q < 2.5AU.
The very flat inclination distribution of .JFCs is observed to fatten up
as it ages. This is due to the inclination of individual comets increasing with
time. If the present flat distribution is real and not an artifact of observational
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mbiases, then tile natural explanation is that .JFCs l_ecome extinct before their
inclination distribution can change significantly. Our results predict that
there should be a large population of extinct comets on high inclination .JFC
orbits. There is evidence for such objects. It has been shown that some of the
meteors and meteor streams on .JFCs orbits are found to have high inclinations
(Olsson-Steel 1988). Indeed many are on retrograde orbits. This is also predicted
by our integrations.
Most .Jupiter-family comets arc observed to have aphelion ctistanees very
close to the sen:i-major axis of .Jupiter. It is well known that most .JFCs have
recently suffered a close approach with .Jupiter (I,[arm & Rickman 19S2. T:mcredi
i: Lindgren 1992). They also tend to have argument of perihelions dmt are
near 0 and 180 ° . \Ve show that the later resuh is a direct consequence of the
former if the orbit of the comet intersects the orbit of Jupiter. \Ve also present
an argument that the aphelion distance of a visible (q < 2.5AU) JFC must be less
than 6.4AU if it was captured onto its current orbit because of an encounter with
Jupiter and if it previous orbit had a l)erihelion distance near the orbit of .Jupiter.
We would like to thank E. Shoemaker. A. Stern. and P. I,[ammeyer fl_r ust4ul
discussions. \Ve are particularly grateful to M. Duncan for collaborating on
designing the code used for the N-body calculation. \Ve wouhl also like to thank
S. Gauss and T. Corbin for supplying computer time to perform the N-body
calculation.
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Captions
Figure 1 -- Tile fl'action of short-period comets with lifetimes greater then a
particular time as a function of time.
w
Figure 2 -- The relationship between inclination, i, and semi-major axes, a, for
all short-period comets in the Marsden (1989) Catalog. The opened and
filled circles represent comets with q _< IAU and q > 1AU, respectively.
The dotted line represents the division between JFCs and HFCs.
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Figure 3 --The orbital element distribution of Jupiter-family comets, a)
Histogram of the aphelion distance. The dotted line shows 5.2AU. b)
Histogram of the argument of perihelion.
Figure 4 -- The behavior of coiner P/Parker-Ha,'tley over its entire dynamical
history, a) Semi-major axis. The dotted line ,'epresents the division
between JFCs and HFCs. b) Periheliou distance. The dotted
line represents the limit of visibility set by Duncan. Quinn, &
Tremaine (1988). ¢) Inclination. The dotted line represents i = 40 °. a)
Argument of perihelion.
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Figure 5 -- The mean cosine of the inclination of comets remaining as a function
of time for both the forward and backward integrations, a) All comets.
b) Jupite,'-family comets. The solid curve is all JFCs. The dotted curve
is just those JFCs with q _< 2.SAU.
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iFigure 6 -- a) The mean cosine of the inclination of all colnets within a
perihelion bin as a function of the bin's mean q. The filled circles
represent the mean for all comets within the bin, while the open circtes
represent tile mean for only those comets the are on direct orbits, b) The
mean cosine of the inclination of a individual comet as a flmction of its
dynamical lifetime, c) The time averaged cos (i) of an individual comet as
a function of its current observed cos (i).
Figure 7 -- The orbital element distribution of Jupiter-fanfily comets at
three times in our integration. The solid histogrmn shows the current
distribution. The dotted histogram represents the distribution averaged
over 2000 years centered on 5000 years in the future and dashed
histogram is averaged over 20 000 years centered on 50 000 vears in the
future. Tile arrows represent the expected range from the dleory, a)
Histogram of the aphelion distance, b) Histogrmn of the argument _f
perihelion.
Figure 8 -- Results from our simple capture scenariol a) The final aphelion
distance of a comet captured into a JFC (_rbit as a flmction of the final
perihelion distance for three clifferent initial senti-major axes. b) Same as
a except the final I_' + _o/II"
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